COMPETENCY 4: I have gained an extensive range of professional knowledge by pursuing my interests in ICT and by
critically reflecting on my teaching pedagogy. I have then shared my knowledge to enrich the educational experience for
students through enhancing teachers’ professional knowledge by employing a variety of effective development strategies as
shown in the examples below.
Supporting New Teachers With Whole School ICT Resources: At the conclusion of 2015 several teachers, who I
previously supported to use Mathletics and Soundwaves (SW), left Ashfield PS to pursue other career opportunities. As a
result of this staff turnover we received three new teachers (two graduates, one proficient) and had one teacher returning from
maternity leave. All of these teachers were unfamiliar with using Mathletics and SW as stated in our school’s Maths and
English Operational Plans (OP). Being proficient at using these resources I approached my Admin team to design and
develop relevant PL to support these teachers. At the start of the year during our staff development day, I approached our
new and returning teaching staff and offered my assistance wherever possible in the area of ICT. To comply with Department
policies (4.03) and our school’s ICT Operational Plan (5.08) I discussed with teachers both formally and informally (during
staff meetings & conversations) the importance of making sure that they fully inform their students and parents about the rules
contained within the ICT Code of Conduct. It was vital that the students and their parents had signed this form before using
the computers or else the school would be in breach of the DoE’s Students Online Policy. I distributed the ICT Code of
Conduct forms to the teachers and confirmed through follow up conversations and emails to ensure that they had all of their
students’ ICT Code of Conduct forms signed by their parents (5.22). In week two of term one I created and ran an informal PL
session for the teachers on how to use Mathletics in a classroom context as opposed to the typical sale pitch from Mathletics.
Prior to this I asked the teachers what they knew about Mathletics and Soundwaves. Their responses ranged from ‘nothing’ to
‘very little’. I used this initial feedback to meet the needs of the staff attending my PL for SW and Mathletics. As a facilitator, I
modelled to teachers how to: log into Mathletics, print off the students’ log in details, set up groups (IEP, extension) to
differentiate work, how to lock students into work and how to track group & individual progress. After this PL I then sent out an
email asking teachers what they were able to do as a result of this informal PL. A number of teachers replied back and
positively commented that they felt more confident to successfully implement Mathletics during term one (4.01). After this PL,
teachers began approaching me for ICT support. As a coach, I was able to assist teachers with how to: use the online
segmenting tool for SW, find the logins for both Mathletics & SW and to find solutions when these online resources crashed or
experienced glitches. The supportive environment I created for teachers meant they trusted me to help them implement
Mathletics and SW. This showed that my development strategies were working in catering for the various needs and abilities
of all the teachers (K-4). At the conclusion of term one I showed my Deputy Principal the results I had been able to achieve
with SW (2.05, whole class) to assist with the evaluation of our English Operational Plan. During this conversation I made an
offer to develop PL to show the new staff how I teach SW. My Deputy Principal agreed and mentioned this was important to
help the new teachers ‘buy into’ the English Operational Plan and to understand why we use SW. In week two, of term two of
this year, I presented another informal PL on SW. It was important that I clearly stated the purpose of this PL, which was to
support teachers and not to run an appraisal process (4.02). I also established the group protocols to ensure teachers could
talk openly in a supportive environment (4.04). As a facilitator, we discussed all of the different activities we use to teach SW
and I helped identify common teaching practices amongst the staff for the creation of a ‘spelling block’ (4.05) in our English
OP. I then demonstrated to the staff, using a range of pictures and videos, how an experienced teacher runs their spelling
program. To win the teachers over, I showed them the results of the 2015 and 2016 South Australian Spelling Tests for my
classroom and the year 3/4 classroom (2.05 & 2.09). In the PL evaluation forms (4.12) the feedback indicated that staff:
believed the PL helped them (4.08), that SW was working at Ashfield PS (4.07), that they had a better understanding of the
extension activities that could be run for SW (4.08), they become more familiar with the supporting material that SW provides
(4.09) and suggested future ICT programs to better support SW (4.10). The evaluation forms also showed that the majority of
the teaching staff found the Soundwaves PL useful (4.06). As a result of these effective development strategies, based upon
the teachers’ limited understanding of SW and Mathletics, I was able to expand their professional knowledge to enable them
to better implement these resources in their classrooms to the benefit of the students that they teach.
Supporting New Teachers With Recommended ICT Resources: In Australia, research shows that 40-50% of new
teachers leave the profession within the first five years of commencing teaching (Gallant & Riley 2013, 4.13) one of the
reasons being ‘inadequate support’ (Kelly 2014. 4.14). To help trial a new approach to address this system wide problem I
created my own free teaching website called ‘Griffin Education Enterprises’ (4.11). The goal of my website is to help teachers
reach my point in their teaching career sooner. Why should a new teacher spend years searching for the same educational
resources when I have already found them? As a researcher, I have: spent thousands of hours tutoring students using an
iPad, showing students engaging educational YouTube videos and searching for websites. During this time I have built up an
extensive library of high-quality educational iPad apps (113 apps in total), YouTube videos and websites across a wide variety
of learning areas in both secondary and primary school contexts to help cater for the different interests and needs of the
teaching profession and to meet the needs of the students I teach. It is important to mention that my website is not a ‘one man
show’. This catalogue of educational ICT resources (4.15) could not have been created without extensive, ongoing
collaboration with the teaching profession about their own recommended ICT resources. So how do I ‘get the word out’ about
my website to help develop teachers’ professional knowledge? By using social media networks like Facebook & Twitter.
Social media networks have become an important tool for teachers to communicate and to learn new information. I maintain a
strong presence on these social media networks to help answer any questions teachers might have (4.16). Having a website
already created with a large catalogue of ICT resources with links to these ICT resources means I am able to direct teachers
to the right place to help them find what they are looking for (4.17). The support I provide is absolutely essential because it

helps reduce part of the workload pressures beginning teachers face because they can find ICT resources quickly which
allows them more time to focus on other aspects of their teaching (4.17). My blogs are useful because it allows me to mentor
a wider audience. For example, I wrote a blog about ‘How to Get Work as a Relief Teacher’ to help new teachers find more
work. Since publishing this blog (31/05/2015) it has been viewed a total of 1,165 times (4.18). Natalie Grant, the Growth Team
Manager for the SSTUWA, has mentioned to me that she cannot think of a better article to show new teachers how to get
more relief work (4.18). Since 2014, I have helped thousands of teachers via my website of educational ICT resources (4.17 &
4.19). Based from Google Analytics (4.19, since June 2014 - present), my website has been viewed by 8,810 people. There
have been 27,237 webpage views in total. From these views there have been 3,862 views of my recommended websites,
3,021 views of my recommended iPad apps and a total of 3,630 views of my blogs on educational topics. My website has had
visitors from all over Australia, Asia, North American, South America, Europe and Africa. In 2014, School News (a New
Zealand based website) published an article about my website of ICT resources (4.19). This incredible level of engagement
beyond traditional development strategies has resonated throughout the Australian education community and the international
education community. This outcome has allowed me to develop the professional knowledge of a wider audience within the
teaching profession to help solve the problem of how to better support beginning teachers and when you think about it,
experienced teachers, parents and students as well.
iPad PL Workshops: As the creator and presenter of ‘iPads in the Classroom’ and ‘The Best Educational iPad Apps’ PL
workshops, I have had the privilege of preparing PL to meet the varying needs and interests of WA Teachers (4.24). Since
2013, I have run these workshops a total of twelve times for the SSTUWA and according to my estimates, I would have taught
approximately 220 course participants. These course participants did not just magically sign up to my iPad PL workshops.
Like any good, large scale PL workshop, a successful marketing strategy is required to get teachers to enrol. To do this, I use
a Facebook group I created called ‘Griffin Education Enterprises’ and an emailing list on my website (which has 190 members
and 183 email addresses respectively) to promote: website updates, iPad workshop dates, to keep in touch with former
course participants and to serve as a forum to discuss any education related topic. I also post my iPad workshop dates on a
variety of education based Facebook groups such as: The New Educator Network WA (SSTUWA), Perth Teachers Buy Sell
Swap Share or Borrow, ECU K-7 and Early Childhood Relief Teaching, TeachMeet WA, Teachers Supporting Teachers (of
which I am an admin) and any other University teaching support groups. The SSTUWA also markets my iPad PL workshops
through their magazine, via word of mouth and through their website. Without a successful marketing strategy like the one I
have described, there is no way my workshops could have been offered for as long as they have (four years in total) by the
SSTUWA.
The learning outcomes of the first workshop, ‘iPads in the Classroom’, are to provide support to teachers who are less
proficient in using the iPad in an educational classroom setting (4.20). During the first workshop I: discuss considerations for
purchasing a new iPad, DoE research into the use of iPads to improve student outcomes, show which accessories teachers
need to display their iPad on a larger screen with, demonstrate how to set up an Apple TV, run an extensive hands on
practical activity where teachers learn all about the features of the iPad’s operating system iOS (gestures, tips, tricks etc), run
another hands on activity where teachers configure their iPads to the maximum privacy settings, discuss what iCloud is,
discuss the three different ways schools use iPads, how to enable restrictions and how to ‘lock’ students into iPad apps.
Every activity has a purpose in mind as shown in 4.23. For example the activities I plan around managing privacy settings &
notifications from apps (like Facebook) are designed to help teachers mitigate the risk of breaking DoE polices when using
their own iPad in their classroom. All of these activities involve the active, on-going participation of course participants through
hands on activities with their own iPad. I clearly model how to complete the activities I have planned for and then engage the
participants to do the same with their own iPad. Throughout the workshops, I facilitate discussions about what teachers liked
about each activity and why each activity is useful in a ‘democratic, respectful manner’ as described by one former course
participant (4.21).
Using the same supportive structure as ‘iPads in the Classroom’, ‘The Best Educational iPad Apps’ caters for the teachers
who know how to use the iPad but just want to know about the iPad apps (4.20). During the second PL workshop I show
participants quality iPad apps for: Early Childhood Education (ECE), Languages Other Than English (LOTE), Maths, Science
and HASS for both primary and secondary school contexts. To assist teachers with planning, I have allocated my app
recommendations with curriculum codes (e.g. ACMMGO85) so teachers can quickly find additional resources on SCSA’s
website by entering in these curriculum codes. I also provide suggestions for whether an app is useful for: independent work,
paired work, group work or for class demonstrations. Finally, the certificates from my PL workshops contain AITSL codes
which makes it easier for teachers to enter in their PL hours on the TRB’s website to maintain their teaching accreditation.
The ‘Best Educational iPad Apps’ PL is useful because teachers do not need to spend hours searching for apps when I’ve
already critically evaluated the best educational iPads apps for them. Teachers who complete this course can trust my expert
judgement on the iPad apps that I recommend. They have saved their own money by not purchasing any ‘dud’ iPad apps and
they have more time to focus on other areas of their teaching practice. As shown by emails from former participants (4.22),
the comments are extremely positive and the course evaluation scores are extremely high (3.16). All of this overwhelmingly
positive feedback shows that the iPads PL workshops were, and still are, incredibly successful in expanding the professional
knowledge of a wide variety of teachers (ECE, primary and secondary contexts) all with varying degrees of ICT proficiency
through effective development strategies.
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